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A nice & easy evening with Michael Johnson

BY BONNIE JERDAN

Michael Johnson, who recently released his hit single "Bluer Than Blue" and "Almost Like Being In Love," is scheduled to perform at Winthrop in Byrnes Auditorium Friday, Nov. 3, at 8 p.m.

Tickets go on sale Oct. 23 at Dinkins Student Center. Advance prices are $2 for Winthrop students and $5 for the public.

The opening act will be Melts and Walters, a country-pop duo that has appeared with The Eagles and England Dan and John Ford Coley, Helen Reddy, Pure Prairie League and many others.

Michael Johnson's musical career began with his natural attraction to music during his early childhood, according to studying at the Conservatory of Music in Tallahassee, Florida. Johnson spent 1976 in Spain, and his guitars, in March, 1979. His first three LPs, using only his voice and his guitar, were released.

The resulting There Is A Breeze album was very successful in the Midwest and greatly increased his already heavy demand for his live appearances throughout the area.

On his third LP, Ain't No Time Like Da Life, released on Summit in 1977, Johnson forged the best aspects of his two previous albums together, adding a rhythm section comprised of players well known in the Midwest. The album solidified his regional fame, and Johnson felt the time was right-to pursue national recognition.

Brent Maher, producer of Dave Loggins' recent One Way Ticket to Paradise LP, suggested Johnson record Randy Goodrum's "Bluer Than Blue" and Leroy Lome's "Almost Like Being In Love." Johnson's manager took the completed masters to Los Angeles. Contracts for a long-term recording agreement were quickly drawn up and signed, and EMi America rush-released Johnson's first single "Bluer Than Blue," according to a press release.

Johnson's manager took the completed masters to Los Angeles. Contracts for a long-term recording agreement were quickly drawn up and signed, and EMi America rush-released Johnson's first single "Bluer Than Blue," according to a press release.

Johnson and Walters have appeared with The Eagles, England Dan and John Ford Coley, Helen Reddy, Pure Prairie League and many others.
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Student allocations good, but not good enough

October has been the month for allocating student funds to campus clubs and organizations. Many steps have to be taken before a final amount will be acceptable to the various student organizations, Student Government Association, and the Vice-President for Student Affairs.

Each club and organization receives the booklet, Activity Funds Distribution Policy and procedures, which was drawn up by Dr. Mary T. Uttlejohn and Urscheler, President of SGA, in an attempt to explain the availability and proper usage of funds. According to the guidelines, "The chairman of SAC (Student Allocation Committee) is notified by the Vice-President for Student Affairs of the total amount of money available for the student organizations for which SAC has responsibility.

Except for their own, SAC makes all allocation decisions. According to Activity Fund Guidelines, to receive funds, organizations must complete a requisition and a Budget Form. Two requirements of the funding guidelines are that each organization complete a requisition and a Budget Form. The requisition is a form which bears class code the total amount of funds requested and of funds appropriated. The budget report also itemizes by class the total amount spent and the remaining budget each month. Urscheler said, "We're trying to accomplish accountability of funds. In the past, organizations received funds, but we never knew how they were spending the money."

There is a universal weakness in the mind of the human for the horror of a possibility, no matter how remote.

The second concern is that the three publications are not under the heading "Clubs and Organizations," but under their own heading of "Student Publications." The student government has far too much control over the funding and spending of these three publications. According to Lynn Vail, Associate Editor of the Winthropian, only one-third of their budget is allotted by the University. The rest of their expenses are covered by the student body.

As far as the security force is concerned, Winthrop College just invested a half hour for the sake of the security of its students. "It would be interesting to see how much money Winthrop spends each year on parking tickets, computed from the number of security hours spent patrolling for and writing them.

The central problem is lack of funds. There should be an automatic mechanism for supplying Winthrop with state funds to compensate for fluctuations in enrollment and to keep up with inflation.

Next year we may not be so lucky. The central problem is lack of funds. There should be an automatic mechanism for supplying Winthrop with state funds to compensate for fluctuations in enrollment and to keep up with inflation. Moreover, the 1979-1980 budget was approved by the Senate in first reading. October 11.

My other concern is that the security force of Winthrop College just invested a half hour for the sake of the security of its students. "It would be interesting to see how much money Winthrop spends each year on parking tickets, computed from the number of security hours spent patrolling for and writing them.

The central problem is lack of funds. There should be an automatic mechanism for supplying Winthrop with state funds to compensate for fluctuations in enrollment and to keep up with inflation. Moreover, the 1979-1980 budget was approved by the Senate in first reading. October 11.

Urscheler willingly cut $10,000.00 from the previously approved SGA budget. Realizing, I suppose, that perhaps something that would be cut, Winthrop's Student Government Association (SGA) was indeed reviewed too much. I commend him for not abusing the power of his office.
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A fable

BY RON ROUGH

With apologies to Aesop and others of the ilk, I humbly present a thinly veiled allegory.

Once upon a time in a land far, far away, there lived a strange sort of folk. These people lived an insecure life amidst a barren wasteland ranged by the foul creations of the Lord of the Bittereri, King Ignorant. These creatures were all distorted and depraved, as befitted the minions of the King-creatures such as the dread Slime, the nauseating Noodler Plant, the horrible Pulpmage, and the infamous Mid-Knight Star.

It came to pass in those days that many of the subjects of the kingdom secretly rebelled against the Lord of the Bittereri. Many small outposts of learning sprung up. These small institutions of knowledge were pledged to educate the children against the evils of the King. These outposts grouped themselves under common names. One of these groups dubbed themselves with the scornful PCC, yet their efforts were soon quashed by the King’s elite, the Slimea. Still, a few of the valiant held on, one of these the near-legendary rebel, Count Seanne Street. The Count was well respected by many of the people and the children striped to his side. Heartened by the support, the Count struggled on.

Other outposts, far more numerous, co-existed under the common name Kiddiegarter, a strange name indeed. These flourished momentarily, yet they fell prey to the machinations of Baron Greed and the King. Many floundered and their true purpose was soon distorted.

However, there was still hope. The small community of Rokhill harbored an institution of learning, in turn forestalled by one of the rebellious groups, who worked under the name Makfeet. The courageous members of the Makfeet organization labored diligently against the minions of the King and his cohorts. They developed unique and innovative weapons in their battle against evil. Long they waged their insubordinate battle, the citizens of the community prying in their efforts.

But even the brightest of stars must soon dim, for which was the fate of the Makfeet rebels, for unmotivated to the rebels, the Lord of the Bittereri, the Baron of Greed, and Antipathy, the Archduke of Apathy had died of heat and comfort into varied expressions of delight.

Broken-hearted, the people returned to the trudge of their everyday life, tears springing to their eyes as they watched their little ones become absorbed into the Kingdom of the Bittereri, becoming little more than mindless automatons.

Dear Editor:

It has been said that for every one student with a spark of genius, there are ten with ignition trouble. Okay, I’ll buy that. But just think, college is a state of decay. With the tremendous increase of working mothers during the last several decades, many of them from sheer necessity, as the sole providers for their families, child day care has become an important and non-negotiable area of concern. Day care centers, especially those at colleges, must be staffed by qualified people who have had actual experience with children as well as from books. There is no substitute for such internships. There are, unfortunately, not enough such individuals to meet the need; just as there are not enough day care centers at present to accommodate children. The demand is increasing, yet the number of day care centers is not enough to meet the need.

Sincerely,

Karen Bryson Frazier

Lite my fire

Dear Editor:

Serious misunderstanding (many of us) because we really don’t want to be here in the first place. So that age-old saying about ignition trouble is not necessarily valid. The problem is, we simply ran out of gas in high school.

S.B.

Funniestline

"Why should I take you to my leader? I didn’t even vote for him!"

S. B.
Sound and Silence — music, mime, and magic

BY RUSTY MCKIBBEN

"You look for a way of seducing them... You have to take them into your grip and seduce them."

That was the philosophy of Keith Berger, mime, Earth, and he was performing in the Byrd's Auditorium last week as he appeared with the Paul Winter Concert. Their set of music and silent mime was billed as "Sound and Silence."

In interviews prior to the show, Berger and Winter illustrated how opposite each of the performing spectrum can come together to entertain.

Berger is a young veteran full of sidewalk savvy developed on the streets of New York. In terms of performances, it (the street) is like a laboratory for you. If you turn out a bad one (performance) nobody cares. It's rough to play because nobody's sitting down watching you. It they don't like you, they'll leave. You've got to rivet their attention.

How Berger did as he was carried on stage as a robot the right of the performance. He drew the audience into the world of masked cowboys with silent guns, young nation growing their hearts away, scenes that magically appeared and disappeared... but they want to make the audience. It's kind of rare that, but they want to make the audience seduce them. It's kind of rare. "Sound and Silence... You look for a way of seducing them..."

Winter has worked on gaining an organic quality in his music that pulls from not only the amalgam of music of diverse cultures, but from the influence of animal sounds. Interpreted among tunes influenced by Eastern European music and African chants, the music is very ritualistic. It is easier to get into the movie, and I applaud it, too.
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Thurmond comments on MacFeat

BY SULA SMITH

Nancy Thurmond, wife of South Carolina Republican Senator Strom Thurmond, was at Winthrop Wednesday, October 11, as part of a "college and tech school blitz." Thurmond said, "We're trying to encourage students to take an active interest in the election and to express Strom's interest in young people.

Senator Thurmond has approved of many bills which benefited young people. According to Mrs. Thurmond, he co-sponsored legislation which gave eighteen-year-olds the right to vote and supported many bills that provided tax credit for families planning a college education for their children.

"He was in favor of the youth differential in the minimum wage bill which provided many short-term and summer employment opportunities for students," she said. "And, in 1977 he supported the Youth Training and Employment Act which provided many job opportunities in conservation and in the communities for young people."

According to his wife, the Senator has offered to donate a large sum of money to Winthrop and has challenged the Alumni Association to match it. "Strom is extremely interested in Winthrop," she said.

When asked about the MacFeat-Williams issue, Thurmond said, "We are both very concerned about it. I do not know what they're planning to do with the building after next semester. I've always thought it was a great nursery, and I'd like to see them resolve it to the student's satisfaction." She said that she thought the best thing to do would be to get the SGA, the media, and interested students together with the administration to work on the problem.

"It's always difficult to resolve a big issue as this has become, or to reverse a decision," she said. "I wouldn't give up."
Richard Riley, Democratic candidate for governor of South Carolina, spoke at a business lunch last week in Rock Hill, where he outlined his proposed reforms on "people issues."

Riley, who is a 14-year veteran of the South Carolina legislature, has been responsible for major reforms and programs in home rule, judicial reform, education and elderly care.

Riley contends that for good government, elected officials should work to balance the budget and reduce bureaucratic red tape. However, he also stated that there should be a "belief in a principle that one is concerned about people, especially people with special problems—elderly people, sick people and the handicapped."

Another issue Riley elaborated on was the Equal Rights Amendment. "I support the Equal Rights Amendment," he said. "I have always supported it. I support equal rights for everybody."

"The average woman college graduate makes approximately the same annual salary as the average male eighth grade graduate. No person should be denied equal rights on the basis of sex."

On the issue of public education, Riley feels that parents must be re-integrated into the public school system. "The public must be brought back into the public education," he said. Concerning the question of fairness in government, appointing and hiring practices, Riley declares that he will see that boards and commissions are truly representative by appointing more women, blacks, senior citizens, handicapped and young people to decision-making bodies."

As for jobs, Riley feels that South Carolina should recruit new industry into the areas of South Carolina where it does the most good. "Government does have the power to lead and direct people," Riley said. "We need to make the old government work. I think South Carolinians think this makes sense."

"I think Ravenel ought to win. Thurmond's been in too long."

-Kitty Finklea-

"Thurmond has been in there for ages and has too many conservative ideas. All Strom's good for is making babies."

-Libby Timmons-

"Pug Ravenel is more progressive in his policies on education and industry. These are two areas in which South Carolina could use some help."

-Larry Durham-

"Strom Thurmond seems to know what he is doing. The experience does it."

-Jo Ellis Cannon-
The Thomas family papers

BY RON LAYNE

Love, death, romance, travel, war and the unfolding story of generations...these have long been the ingredients for the successful pulp novels of contemporary publishing. In our all-too-willing suspension of disbelief, we are likely to forget that bona fide family living can offer the world a similar story.

The Thomas Family Papers, a gift of Mrs. Louise Thomas Miller of Rock Hill, are a recent accession to the Winthrop College Archives. The collection offers researchers a palpable account of Rock Hill family life and American society between the years 1920 and 1950 and consists of photographs, memorabilia and correspondences. These chronicle the life of this prominent local family, giving historians a vivid account of the struggles, successes and failures of a family whose children grew to maturity in the years that covered the Depression through World War II.

The correspondence exchanged by the various family members is the key to the collection. Over fifteen hundred pieces of written communication combine to tell the colorful story of the Rock Hill Thomas family.

Thomas, former professor of Chemistry at Winthrop (1914-1920), had a full-time school for children and served as part of the study and training required of “Omnium Cadets” as they were pushed through college. Cadets received twenty-five cents per day, preparing for a war that was costing the country much more. Thomas sons were readying for a fight.

As the war rolled on, Goody Thomas (Bobby) were the most formidable soldiers, as part of the occupation forces. They were shipped to Tokyo and Yokohama. His words reflect the wounds of a catastrophic event in our history.

The Thomas Family Papers are events, memories and written reminiscences of the Rock Hill and American past. The chronological consistency found in these letters is a rarity among such collections. The correspondence reflects a time when European travel was offered by Thomas Tours (62 days in Europe for $785.00 for far less than half the amount a similar trip might cost today. The papers are now a part of the Winthrop Archives collection and are available to interested researchers.

Study series—part 2

Due to an unexpected accident which befell feature writer Sidney A. Breeze, the second part of this series will not be in this week's TJ, but WILL be in next week's. The injury did not keep Sidney from typing up this story, but the pain pills did. Sorry.

Church Home providing services for the emotionally handicapped

BY RALPH JOHNSON

Ever wonder what it would be like to work with emotionally disturbed children? Ask Winthrop student Steve Watson. He works at the Episcopal Church Home in York.

The Episcopal Church Home is a full-time school for children who have trouble attending public schools. According to Gene Knight, the school’s administrator, the home was started in the early 1900’s and was moved to York, South Carolina in 1909, where it served as an orphanage and home for neglected children.

Because of a need for some type of care and programming for the emotionally disturbed and handicapped. The Church Home opened its first cottage that catered exclusively to these children in 1970. In 1972, the home converted totally to providing these services.

Winthrop student Steve Watson has had a long relationship with the Church Home, according to Watson, who works at the home on weekends as cottage director.

"The experience is better than a textbook. We work with all kinds of children. Most of them have come from lack of parental love."

A great deal of the children come from broken homes. The Church Home attempts to provide a program that helps the children overcome their difficulties so that they can lead normal lives.

Julie Durham, a Winthrop senior majoring in psychology, reflected on her experience at the Church Home. "It was a great deal of work, but rewarding and really a lot of fun."

And work is what the staff does. The school is staffed by full-time teachers, several social workers, a psychiatrist and a psychologist that visits once a month. The weekend director must stay with the kids around the clock. "Each child has goals that they must work on," says Watson. "The counselor’s job is to help the child achieve their goals. In helping the children, the counselors will often times counsel the children and their parents."

Church Home currently has 24 full-time boarding children, and several daytime clients from York County area. Each cottage is equipped with a classroom and a full-time teacher.

Many Winthrop students in the Psychology, Special Education and Family and Child Development departments participate in internships and practicums at the Church Home. Administrator Knight considers working at the Church Home an invaluable experience because it is a real situation.

Weekend Director and Winthrop graduate student Steve Watson playing with some of the kids from the Episcopal Church Home in York. (Photo by A. Page Copley)
Vanishing point

BY CINDY DEAN

Winthrop students recently had the privilege of eyeing the doomsday clock, due to the graffiti writer's art through a graffiti poster contest held a few weeks ago.

We should all look at the humorous side of statements such as, "Give Thompson back to the moose. They were here first," or "Two men walking abreast," followed by a drawing of two stick men holding a leash, and literally, walking a bear.

Yet, the statement which deserves a legitimate third glance is, "New York: Saturday Night Live, Winthrop: Saturday Night Dead." Is Winthrop really dead on the weekends? We shall pursue the magic number to discover how many students actually stay on campus after the work is done.

Margaret Williamson, admission services counselor and 1976 Winthrop graduate, says, "It's not nearly as bad as when I was a student." Williamson said of 4640 Winthrop students, 2040 are boarding students. Our magic number is 2040.

Fred Angerman, director of food services, serves roughly 4500 students. On Saturdays, the cafeteria serves 1500 students.

To visualize this difference, think of potatoes. If the cafeteria prepares quartered potatoes for a weekday meal, this would involve 200 pounds of potatoes. For a weekend meal, it would only involve 100 pounds of potatoes.

However, the cafeteria serves many day students. One must search out for the magic number showing how many students stay on campus during the weekend.

Another indicator might be parking tickets. When asked about the distribution of parking tickets, Sgt. Kirkpatrick replied, "We let up on the weekends unless they're illegally parked or pose a fire hazard."

Sgt. Kirkpatrick estimates that around 20 tickets are given out on the weekends, and 75 tickets are given out during the week. The number of registered cars for full-time students is around 1300.

But there is a Catch-135. From observation, it is easily noticeable that 135 out of this 1300 suffer from "suicide Syndrome" and must pack all of their belongings into a suitcase immediately after 11:00 and check out. Flick the magic wand, and let's hypothesize that for the 136 books, one person is checked out one book. Our magic number is now 740.

Ellen Barber is a Lab Technical Assistant at Dacus Library. She gives the figures for the number of books checked out during one week in September.

On Sept. 18, a Monday, 3-16 books were checked out. On Sept. 26, a Friday, 136 books were checked out. Flick the magic wand, and let's hypothesize that for the 136 books, one person is checked out one book. Our magic number is now 740.

There is a Catch-135. From observation, it is easily noticeable that 135 out of this 1300 suffer from "suicide Syndrome" and must pack all of their belongings into a suitcase immediately after 11:00 and take it home. The magic number is now 740.

Next weekend I'm going home too.

Senior Order

Senior Order, a Winthrop service organization, announced five new members at Classes Oct. 5, according to chairman Kathy Gibson.

New initiates are Gail Baker, Vicki Costas, Denise Holcomb, Kathy Poston and Paul Varga.

Senior Order is a service organization made up of the 15 most influential members of the senior class," said Gibson. "They pursue the magic number to discover how many students actually stay on campus after the work is done.

Becoming a Sigma Ep colony member gives you a special chance to develop a Sigma Phi Epsilon Chapter of your own design — and a strong which will endure Combining your with those of your members, with Sigma Phi Epsilon, a new and unparalleled experience. Contact Ed Moon at 523-3670 or George McEnkint at 323-3662 if further information is desired.

News briefs

WOC going climbing

Winthrop International Club will hold its regular meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 25 at 8 p.m. in the International Room at Dacus Library, according to Mr. Thomas A. Shealy, sponsor of WIC.

The meeting will feature an "Iran Special," organized by Esmail Aghaassad, computer science major.

Plants, dishes, and other items will be displayed. Indian students will give short talks, and Persian coffee will be served.

Shealy said all interested students are invited.

ICF plans conference

Inter varsity Christian Fellowship is planning a conference entitled "Jesus, Redeemer-King," according to Donna Hobelka, President of Inter varsity.

The cost of the conference is $18.00 and a pre-registration fee to be paid before Oct. 20. For more information call Drusma Gerald at 523-3577.

A two-part study on Peter will conclude the weekly meeting, Sunday, Oct. 29 at 9:00 p.m. in Dinkins Student Center room 230.

Wine & cheese

Dinkins Program Board will hold a two-week short course, "International Wines & Cheeses," beginning Nov. 1, according to Lorraine Campbell, chairman of Short Course Committee of Dinkins Program Board.

The course will feature Greek wine on Nov. 1, and Japanese wine "SAKE" on Nov. 8 instead of the usual French and Italian wines. Both classes will meet Wednesday, 7:00-8:00 at Across The Street.

Thomas A. Shealy, assistant professor of Latin and French and foreign student advisor, will instruct the course along with Greek and Japanese students. Each class will treat related aspects of the country’s culture as well as wine tasting. The fee is $2.00 a person.

Campbell said that interested students should sign up at Dinkins Information Desk by Oct. 27.

The U.N. wants you!

Model U.N. will kick off their student Recruitment Drive Tuesday, Oct. 24, according to Jody Guy, Student Coordinator.

They have selected this particular date in observance of United Nations Day, a day set aside all over the world to honor the United Nations in New York City, according to Guy.

The drive will be a campus-wide effort, and stations will be set up outside Thomson Cafeteria and in Dinkins Student Center, where information can be obtained and questions will be answered.

Model U.N., a unique program in South Carolina, will be held in Winthrop from April 18 until April 21. All interested students are urged to participate.

Clean out your closets

BSU is sponsoring a yard sale to raise money for BSU Summer Missions, Saturday, Oct. 28 at the Oakland Baptist Church parking lot, according to Dena Lucy, assistant director.

Lucy said that students who would like to donate items should contact her through the Baptist Student Center on Oakland Ave.

"Jim Austin, minister of music at First Baptist Church in Rock Hill will have the devotions at the soup and sandwich lunch, which will be held at 12:00 noon at the BSU center," Lucy said.
Winthrop's women's volleyball team attended Invitational.

Winthrop's women's volleyball team played in the UNC-G 1-2 and the Enkine Invitational Oct. 6 and placed fifth out of ten teams.

"The ten teams were divided into two pools, and we were definitely in the strongest pool," said Warren. High Point, No. 1 in the region last year, Wake Forest, No. 2 in N.C. small colleges, East Kentucky University, participants in the national tournament for several years; and very strong George Washington University and University of Georgia, college basketball teams were opponents in Winthrop's pool.

"Friday night we played Wake Forest just well enough to win," said Warren. The scores were 16-15, 15-9, 15-8.

High Point, the only team in the pool that had managed to beat Winthrop 15-7, 16-3 in the second round of the match, warned Warren: "The people in Eastern Kentucky didn't know what a volleyball was. They definitely dominated the match."

Winthrop out-scored Wake Forest 15-7, 15-9 and were pitted against the second team, Francis Marion University in the double-elimination tournament.

"We continued to surprise people," said Warren as Winthrop out-scored MUM 10-15, 15-5, 15-8. "Our bench played an important factor in the win. They were ready into the game and were big spirit boosters."

In the second round Saturday, Winthrop defeated the Eagles 15-2, 15-9, 11-5. "It was a good match," said Warren. "Our people commented that it was a shame either team had to lose." Winthrop came out third in the pool and was pitted against a very strong George Washington University in the second round of the tournament Saturday.

"We lost it against Charleston, though," said Warren. "We had a slower reaction that night."


Saturday morning was a different story. "We get it together and opened right on track," said Warren. "The Eagles went into the single-elimination tournament seeded second." Francis Marion fell to the Eagles 15-0, 15-1 and Enkine was easily defeated by Winthrop 15-7, 15-6 in the first two rounds of the tournament Saturday.

"We had a slower reaction that night."

Winthrop came out third in the pool and was pitted against a very strong George Washington University in the second round of the tournament Saturday.

"We lost it against Charleston, though," said Warren. "We had a slower reaction that night."


The women's volleyball team finished second out of seven teams in the Francis Marion Invitational Oct. 13, 14.

Winthrop's women's volleyball was very strong and was definitely in the strongest pool.

No. 2 In N.C. small colleges; and a few games well finish the season well."

Winthrop lost 1-2.

"It was a physically rough game for both teams," said Bobb. "The referees were calling loosely, and there was a lot of stick slashing going on."

Winthrop's point was scored by junior Christ Sherwood.

The Lady Eagles tied Davidson 1-1 in a match at Catawba Oct. 3.

"It was one of our better games," said Coach Maeberta Bobb. "We dominated the game, but just couldn't get the ball in the cage."

Junior Donna Massey scored the Winthrop point. Bobb said that senior Kay Toruedale also played a fine game.

In a home match against Appalachian Oct. 13, the Eagles played well, with Bobb saying that the game was very good against Davidson. She also commented that the Eagles dominated their opponent. "We're getting our game together now," said Bobb. "We had anticipated a slow start. If we keep playing the way we have these last few games we'll finish the season well."

Team captain Karen然后 said, "We're getting better with every game. It's a challenging sport, and we're answering that challenge."

The next match is Oct. 26 at Furman.

Winthrop out-shot Baptist, 34-17, while Eagle goalkeeper, Bob顺便 recorded his second shutout of the season and had ten saves to his credit. It was the first time that this season that Baptist College has been shut out.

EAGLES RIP BENEDICT

The Winthrop College Eagles Soccer team scored a pair of goals by Coco Suarez and went on to defeat Coastal Carolina 5-1 in an NAIA District Six soccer match played October 6.

Pauilo Herts del Pino put the Eagles on the scoreboard at the 5:15 mark of the first half. Tim Pey and Wes Jenkins followed suit to make the score 3-0 before Dave Peddock scored for Coastal at the 9:15 mark of the first half.

Coco Suarez scored twice in the second half to make the final 5-1.

Winthrop out-shot Coastal 40 to 6 for the match.

EAGLES BOW TO UNCG-GREENSBORO

Winthrop's Eagles were defeated 3-1 by UNC-Greensboro in an Intercollegiate soccer match played Oct. 12 at the soccer field.

UNC-Greensboro scored first with Richard Woodham booting the ball through the posts, but the Eagles came back with Carlos Gonzales scoring the equalizer in the 3rd minute.

The second half saw UNCG score two goals on the Eagles, the first at the 17:35 mark and the second at the 34:22 mark. Winthrop out-shot UNCG 28-15 on goal shots in the roughly played game. Goalkeeper Bob Bowen had 20 saves for the Eagles.
The University of Iowa, Cen-

tral Missouri State, University of

Washington, D.C. (C75)—The U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) published regulations in 1975 that gave government-supported American colleges and universities July 21, 1978 to end sex discrimination in their athletic programs. A number of lawsuits, a great deal of agony and expense have been filed with HEW. Among the schools cited were:

- The University of Iowa, Central Missouri State, University of Wisconsin at Madison, St. Olaf (Minn.), University of Michigan, Central Missouri State, University of North Dakota State School of Science.

- The Winthrop women's volleyball team won three and lost one in their first four home matches.

- "The first home match of the season was against the College of Charleston, Oct. 3, and it was terrific," said Coach Linda Warren. "We had excellent spectator support and the cheerleaders were also very good. Everybody played heads-up ball. They played smart, gave a good team effort and won." With game scores of 15-10, 6-15, 15-10, Warren attributed most of the success to team effort and crowd support. The Eagles lost to UNC-Greensboro the same evening 11-15, 8-15. "After playing so hard against Charleston we just weren't ready to play Greensboro," Warren said. "They are a very strong defensive team; the ball just kept coming back at us."

- In a home match Oct. 11, Winthrop defeated Coher 15-5, 15-1. "It was a good match," said Warren, "and I got to play some people who had not seen action before." In a match against Converse the same evening, Winthrop was again victorious with game scores of 15-6, 15-7, 15-9. "We got a little cocky on that second game and lost it," said Warren. "You have to keep respecting your opponent or they'll come up and beat you."

- "We served well, received service well and hit well," said Warren said that Betty Byrd and Beth Amick played very well in both matches Wednesday night. "They served well, received service well and hit well," said Warren. "That's what it takes to win.

- "It was a good match," said Warren. "You have to keep respecting your opponent or they'll come up and beat you."

- The Winthrop community should coordinate the gymnastics classes with Winthrop coach June McCullough.

- The cost is $1.00 per lesson and classes are open to any member of the Winthrop community. The chairman for this semester's classes is Lessie Rollings, ext. 3347. DeWitt said that any interested member of the Winthrop community should contact Rollings or the individual class coordinators for further information.

- The Winthrop community should coordinate the gymnastics classes with Winthrop coach June McCullough.

- The Winthrop community should coordinate the gymnastics classes with Winthrop coach June McCullough.

- "One, two, three, stroke" by Kelly Gordon

- "Atlanta Dance Co. at Clemson" by Kelly Gordon

- "Catalog of Collegiate Research" by Kelly Gordon

- "Catalog of Collegiate Research" by Kelly Gordon
The Great Pumpkin Road Race
Oct. 28th
1978

sponsored by
Johnsonian

4:00 p.m. - Saturday, October 28, 1978. Fun-run starts at 3:15 p.m. - 1 "!!-
Winthrop College Farm - Rock Hill, S.C. Parking at Winthrop Park on Eden Terrace
Rd. - south of Rt. 21 bypass.

Diversified road surfaces. Hard-packed dirt and pavement course is designed to
enable spectators to view almost four miles of the race. Split times every mile/
aid stations/monitors. Some hills and long gradual inclines.

$3.50 - pre-registration. $4.00 - day of the race. Registration closes at 3:30 p.m.
May of the race. Pre-registration must be received on or before Oct. 26, 1978.
Please mail your entry early.

Medals to top finishers in every age group (male and female). T-shirts to the top
300 finishers in the 10 kilometer event. The number of T-shirts awarded will be
increased if pre-registration for the race is high in number.


Mail to:
THE JOHNSONIAN
C/O YORK COUNTY STRIDERS
912½ COLLEGE AVE.
ROCK HILL, S.C. 29730

Phone (803) 327-6882
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
Name ___________________________ Age __ Sex __ Race-10,000 meter __ 1 Mile Fun-run __
Address _________________________ City & State _________________________
Club ___________________________ Team Competition __________ (Top 4 finishers per team)
Emergency Contact ______________ Telephone _________________________
T-shirt size (circle one) S M L XL __________________________ Signature _________________________
If participant is under 16 years of age-signature of parent _________________________
Make checks payable to: The Great Pumpkin Road Race. Athletes release statement must be
signed at registration table on race day.

College Farm will be closed to motor traffic. Spectators welcome.
Senior Class triumphs at Classes Night 1978

BY KELLY GORDON

The Class of '79 won the coveted silver cup and the Class of '80 won the second place plaque at the 1978 Classes Night October 5, according to Vicky Pace, assistant coordinator.

Pace said that Classes Night has been a traditional night of competition between the classes at Winthrop. "We're trying to get Classes Night to change with the current change of tradition," said Pace. "In the past the skills have been more abstract, but this year we tried to make them more entertaining."

Each class had two weeks to work up a skit based on the theme "Thursday Night Live." "Classes are allocated $150 each for expenses," Pace said. "They had to create their own entrance, exit and backdrop."

The senior class skit was titled "Eighth Avenue," the first time our class has won the cup," said class president Judy Kirkpatrick. "We won the plaque the past two years. I think Classes Night is a worthwhile activity. Most of the participants do, too. Those who don't participate are missing out on a lot of Winthrop atmosphere."

"It was so proud of the freshmen," said freshman class president Julie Jackson. "The freshmen won an honorable mention for their skit "82nd Street Hoedown."

"At first we weren't sure what to do and how to do it," Jackson said, "but the involved freshmen pulled it together and made it work."

Junior class president Ruthie Ayers had a different opinion. "Our theme was 'Old Winthrop and New Winthrop,'" said Ayers. "Our part is doing things that will make people think. There are more things to do at Winthrop. Very few people are interested in helping with Classes Night, and because there were so few of us, it became work instead of fun."

From student teaching to student certification

BY ELLEN DODD

Have you ever thought of becoming a teacher? If not, then you should know that there are some steps that you must take to become certified. Your first step is to file a declaration of intent with the school of education. When you file you must also state what class you are presently in and also in which areas of education you plan to receive teacher certification.

Next you must go through a speech and reading screening. This screening by the Communications Department is held once a semester. You must also have had an A in English 102 (previously English 101). Transfer students who took English 102 at another school and made a B or better must also take a English proficiency test at Winthrop. Then you have to have lab experience in teaching by taking EDU 391 or the equivalent, EED 391 for elementary education majors, or EED 391 for special education majors.

After completing these steps, apply for formal admission to the Teacher Education Program with forms from the Office of Student Teaching and Laboratory Experiences located in Withers.
A little social interaction, please

BY RALPH JOHNSON

Imagine that you have moved thousands of miles away from your home to go to a school in another country. Upon your arrival in that country, your senses are raped by strange noises, unfamiliar faces and either odd smells. Although your knowledge of the language is inadequate, you still have problems with the rate the people talk and also all the slang.

If you asked the students what it is like to be abroad, they would probably cringe and wish you had never left home as you soon down the Keopectat* and make new friends. You will probably begin to feel like a foreign student. To me it implies something else can you find first hand information on the cultures, the political, make-up, and social-economic aspects of other countries?

Essentially what I am trying to say is that we should break out of provincial palladian palaces and explore other areas of the world. We must realize that there is a very large world out there that has grown smaller because of innovations in travel and communication. We must realize that there is a very large world out there that does not revolve around the United States. Some of our most unforgettable learning experiences can come from people. So, the next time you see an international student walking across campus or eating in the cafeteria, go up and say hello. After all, it can only help both of you.

African art comes to Winthrop

Seventy-six pieces of original African art are featured in an exhibit at the Winthrop College Gallery of Art through Nov. 12.

Titled "Concepts of Self in African Art," the exhibit is made up of selections from the Center for African Studies at the University of Florida in Gainesville.

Edmund Lewandowski, chairman of the Winthrop Department of Art which is sponsoring the exhibit, said the display is one of the best at Winthrop in several years.

The traveling exhibition includes 66 works of sculpture and 40 photographs. They represent 30 ethnic groups from 10 different countries in West and Central Africa. Most of the photographs are modern, but the sculpture ranges from 100 to 700 years old.

The pieces represent a cross-section of items used in traditional African culture. They range from a small Lega spoon from Zaire to a large Nneg-do panel from Nigeria.

Lewandowski says the exhibit provides a framework for viewing African art in a new and meaningful way. He says the exhibit's central theme is the idea that "presentation of self" is fundamental to the black aesthetic.

Both sculpture and photographs fix an image in time, and the first section of the exhibit compares body attitudes stylized in these media while exploring the significance of these idealized images within a number of specific cultural contexts.

The second section of the exhibit, "extensions of self," looks at the self-image projected and enhanced by the use of architecture, ornament, and personal possessions which actually expand the space occupied by the human form.

In contrast, the last section, "subordination of self," focuses on African masking traditions where the mask is used to suppress individual identity in order to create a character which transcends personal loyalties.

* Keopectat: A digestive medicine.
Smith appointed director

Jerry R. Smith of Matthews, N.C., has been appointed director of the Small Business Development Center at Winthrop College. He begins his new duties Oct. 16.

As part of the Institute of Management in the Winthrop School of Business Administration, the Small Business Development Center serves a seven-county area of northern South Carolina from Gaffney to Myrtle Beach.

Smith will be responsible for the center's services for management assistance to small businesses in that area. Smith will also serve as an assistant professor of business administration.

As one of three basic service centers, which include the University of South Carolina and Clemson, Winthrop will serve small businesses in three areas: counseling, educational, programming, and information regarding business conditions.

The program is financed with state and federal support and is part of the network being developed nationwide to assist small businesses. Winthrop, which has pioneered in this effort, will head both the Small Business Institute (SBI) and the Area Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE) chapters at Winthrop as well as the Small Business Development Center in Washington, D.C.

Jerry Pedgett, dean of the Winthrop School of Business Administration, says eight higher education institutions in the state will share this concept and prove its effectiveness in sharing the wealth of knowledge and resources on the campuses with the small business community.

Pedgett says Smith will be in charge of aiding nearly 1,000 small businesses during 1978-79.

Smith says small businesses in northern South Carolina who wish to learn more about the services should contact him in the School of Business Administration, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S.C. 29733; telephone (803) 323-2166.

Jerry R. Smith

BY LYNDAL HADDOX

This is the first of a series on the Greek Organizations on-campus—and what better place to begin than with the oldest black fraternity on campus and in the United States—Omega Psi Phi.

Omega Psi Phi is an international fraternity with chapters in Germany and Africa as well as across the nation. It began in the early 1900's. The Winthrop chapter was inducted March 21, 1978, and is being held May 4, 1978. Dwayne Banks, previous president, said, "The original purpose of the organization was to enrich the college life of black male students, but has been changed to include all interested male students. The first and only white brother in this area, Joe Lockman, recently graduated from Columbia College in Orangeburg, S.C.

There are four main objectives stressed by Omega Psi Phi," said Banks, "scholarship, manhood, perseverance and uplift. There is a misconception that people have about our fraternity. They think that we are nothing more than a rowdy bunch out for nothing more than a good time, but we are not. We work to bring the community and campus closer together by sponsoring and participating in community activities."

"This year's pledge period will be held next semester, since we are a new organization and new guidelines to protect the pledges were handed down to us from the National Headquarters in Washington, D.C.

"To become a pledge you have to be a well-rounded person, with good grades, good character, good appearance, and willing to work," he said. "Our pledge period has lasted two years, but physical brutality. We feel that to be proven a man does not have to come from this type of activity. If you are a man," said Banks, "you are a man whether it be brains or physique."

He earned a master of business administration degree at Winthrop in 1978. He holds a bachelor's degree from East Carolina University.

Smith is former director of marketing for First Paper, Inc., in Henderson, N.C., and president of TMI System, Inc., of Columbia, S.C. He is a member of the Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, the Society for Advancement of Management, the National Institute of Management assistance to small businesses. Winthrop, S.C., and the Forty Thieves of All Baba and the Forty Thieves.

Jewel of Masters

OPEN SESAME

Ripe sesmese seeds have been put in position to be picked up from their pods — perhaps a metaphor for the "magical" door to the robbers' den in "The Adventures of All Baba and the Forty Thieves." — CNS

WCU choir sings

The Western Carolina University Choir will sing in the music building at Winthrop College at 11 a.m. Oct. 25.

Conducted by Dr. Joyce Farwell, instructor of music at WCU, the choir will sing selections from Brahms, Mozart, Schubert and 13 other composers.

The Rock Hill performance is part of a five-city tour being conducted by the 35-member choir Oct. 23-29.

Communist course

The Political Science Department will introduce a new course on communism for the spring semester as a one-time offer, according to Dr. Howard Pedersen, chairman.

"Communism, an Interegional Approach," will concentrate on communism as it exists in all areas of the world. The discussions in this course will not only cover around Soviet and Chinese communism, but other varieties and other forms as well, according to Pedersen.

The course will be primarily designed for students participating in international area studies but will be taught as a level so that other undergraduates, should be able to complete favorably. Participating students will have an opportunity to work on the area of the world that they have special interest in. There will be no prerequisites for the course, and students will be able to study literature from communist countries.

Pedersen said, "I wanted to introduce a course, and I have found that students are interested in knowing about communism, and they need to know what it is like today."
Music scholarship offered

Through a $16,000 gift from Kinderfoto International, Inc., Winthrop College will offer the largest scholarships to African students in the 50-year history of the college. 

Two scholarships a year will be available, beginning in August 1979, in the amount of $2,000 each. One will be for an individual, the other for a bursaeeant. Each scholarship will be renewable for four years, and will more than cover the cost of tuition, room and board.

Kinderfoil, which specializes in children's portrait photography and is based in Charlotte, has provided support for the music program at Winthrop in the past also. Among the previous gifts is a nine-foot Boen-ndorfer concert grand piano.

Auditions for the Kinderfoil scholarships, along with scholarships in other musical fields (full or partial tuition) will be Feb. 10, March 24 and April 7, 1979, at 1:30 in the Recital Hall at Winthrop.

All scholarships will be made solely on the basis of musical ability. The faculty reserves the right to withhold awards unless the required level of performance is met.

For additional information or scholarship applications, contact the dean of the School of Music, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S.C. 29733.
First Draft Pick

Beer makes it good.
Schlitz makes it great.